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Chapter 1: Introduction
Conventional wastewater treatment is recognized as an antiquated, energy-intensive process that
would benefit from new, retrofitted solutions to improve operating facilities. The demand for improved
treatment capacity and effectiveness is catalyzed by increasing populations and the need to reduce the
environmental impact of effluent streams. According to the World Health Organization (WHO), 2 billion
people obtain their drinking water from a faeces-contaminated source (WHO, 2018). It is estimated that
half of the world’s population will be living in water-stressed locations by 2025 (WHO, 2018). As
national regulatory standards for wastewater discharge rise to reflect the impact that untreated,
nutrient-rich effluent has on the environment, improvements need to be made to the conventional
activated sludge (CAS) process first commended in 1914 (Henze et al., 2008). Few changes have been
made since its discovery, raising concern for its viability to meet increasing demand for high-quality
effluent towards wastewater reuse and resource recovery while reducing operating costs (McCarty et al.,
2011, Tong et al., 2016). Populated areas face polluted surface waters as industrial, municipal, and
agricultural waste is commonly discharged with minimal or no treatment. As wastewater production
increases, a demand for more integrated treatment strategies is needed to address societies’ emerging
water and resource challenges (Mo et al., 2013). Areas facing water scarcity aim to innovate solutions to
effectively treat wastewater with the added capability of recovering valuable resources such as nutrients
and biofuel-bioenergy derived from organic wastes (Tong et al., 2016). The inability of CAS facilities,
which serve about 74% of the U.S. population, to keep up with treatment demand will have detrimental
effects on the environment and the public’s health and safety (Otterpohl et al., 1997, Pabi et al., 2013).
Sludge production, energy demand, and large reactor footprints to operate are three limitations of
conventional treatment for agricultural and municipal wastewater. CAS utilizes naturally occurring
microorganisms to aerobically biodegrade contaminants without the need for chemical addition. CAS is
the secondary aerobic process and the core of the treatment train. In CAS, as bacteria consume dissolved
organic matter, their demand for dissolved oxygen (DO) is met by either mechanical aeration or diffused
air depending on the size of the plant (Jenkins, 2014). To operate an effective, cost-effective secondary
treatment process, close monitoring of the system is required to monitor sufficient levels and even
distribution of oxygen (Henze et al., 2008). Control of DO is also critical to total nitrogen removal if
performed in the process. Insufficient DO levels will limit nitrification, increasing the concentration of
ammonia in the effluent stream. Excess DO in anoxic or anaerobic zones within reactors will make
denitrification less efficient and heighten the costly, energy-intensive demand of aeration.
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The activated sludge process is energy intensive, accounting for upwards of 8 billion kilowatt
hours of electricity each year (Pabi et al., 2013). A constant supply of oxygen is required to support
contaminant removal by the microorganisms in the activated sludge. The aeration process accounts for
roughly 50% of wastewater treatment plant’s energy costs and 2% of the annual electricity consumption
in the entire United States (Pabi et al., 2013). Operating an energy-efficient or, even energy-neutral
wastewater treatment facility would greatly improve the cost to operate centralized treatment. Sustainable
biological treatment processes continue to show promise, incorporating well-developed technologies that
consider both economical and ecological impacts (Tiron et al., 2017). Biofilm systems, for example, have
been implemented in a broad range of environmental biotechnological applications (Kumar et al., 2015).
Aerobic microbial granules are one biofilm biotechnology that has gained significant interest for its
practice spanning the bioremediation of hazardous wastes to the treatment of domestic wastewater
(Thomas et al., 2011).
Phototrophic organisms can generate oxygen, and if introduced to wastewater treatment could
support the aerobic heterotrophs that remove dissolved organic matter from the treatment stream (Lunt et
al., 2010). There are many advantages to the use of phototrophs in the treatment of wastewaters,
especially streams low in organic carbon and rich in nutrients (Roeselers et al., 2007). Phototrophic
biofilms are microbial communities that are driven by light energy and held together by extracellular
polymeric substances (EPS) produced by the microorganisms (Donlan, 2002, Flemming et al., 1993,
Kuo-Dahab et al., 2018). Phototrophic activity is restricted to the outer-most layer; as depth increases,
light intensity decreases. These phototrophs, with the unique ability to perform oxygenic photosynthesis,
create an oxygen gradient essential to potential wastewater treatment applications (Hann et al., in prep).
The oxygen gradient is structured under the system’s stratification of microorganisms, forming defined
aerobic and anaerobic zones. With aerobic activity of phototrophic populations limited to the surface and
the anaerobic chemotrophic activity condensed away from the presence of light, the formation of a
unique, spherical phototrophic granule has been discovered (Abouhend et al., 2018, Chandran et al., 2018,
Hann et al., in prep, Kumar et al., 2015, Kuo-Dahab et al., 2018, Milferstedt et al., 2017, Salmiati et al.,
2015, Stauch-White et al., 2017, Tiron et al., 2017). However, the stability of these phototrophic biofilms
must be explored in order to determine environmental conditions that optimize degradation of organic
material and long-term biofilm stability (Huang et al., 2015, Shen et al., 2015).
Oxygenic photogranules (OPGs) are spherical phototrophic biofilms and offer an alternative to
granular treatment approaches by self-generating oxygen. The OPG system enriches photosynthetic
organisms found in wastewater treatment plants to form granular biofilms that offer in-situ production of
oxygen (Milferstedt et al., 2017, de Kreuk et al., 2006). In-situ generation of oxygen by phototrophic
6

organisms has potential to become an energy–efficient approach that could reduce operating costs by
eliminating the need for external aeration (Milferstedt et al., 2017, Vasconcelos et al., 2001). The outer
layer phototrophic bacteria produce oxygen that supports a core of chemotrophs which drives the
degradation of organics. The mechanisms of OPG formation are still under examination, but the presence
of filamentous cyanobacteria has been found to be correlated with successful aggregation for both static
and hydrodynamic environments (Milferstedt et al., 2017, Tiron et al., 2017).
The formation and propagation of OPGs in bench and pilot scale treatment are correlated with
their ecology. Filamentous cyanobacteria are essential for the formation of OPGs (Abouhend et al., 2018,
Milferstedt et al., 2017) and potential correlations to structural integrity when associated with the
presence of EPS (Korstgens et al., 2001, Kuo-Dahab et al., 2018). Rotational growth patterns of
cyanobacteria are believed to lead to the aggregation of these microorganisms and ultimately play an
important role in the formation of granules. When unicellular microalgae are more abundant, granular
morphologies are less favorable, decreasing the biomass’ integrity under constant shear stress (Milferstedt
et al., 2017, Stauch-White et al., 2017). Filamentous cyanobacteria are believed to support the formation
and structure of OPGs, providing stability for the granules in reactor settings. Determining environmental
conditions that improve the stability and durability of OPGs in reactor settings will lead to improved
long-term operation and treatment performance.
Despite the reproducibility of granule production, variations in OPG morphology offer potential
reactor design and operational challenges. OPGs are loosely characterized in two groups, spheres and
disks. These two dominant morphologies are additionally characterized by their position in the
supernatant of the reactor or vial, floating or sinking. Identifying environmental conditions, such as
chlorophyll a:b ratios, organic loading rate, light intensity, or temperature, provide potential operational
parameters impacting biomass settleability and reactor design. Density, concentrations, and distributions
of microbial communities are a few examples of essential characteristics influenced by light that were
examined in long-term reactor operation. Progress has been made at both bench and pilot-scales in
demonstrating the removal of organics and nitrogen species from municipal wastewater (Abouhend et al.,
2018, Chandran et al., 2018). However, the role of light in granule stability in long-term reactor operation
requires further investigation.
The static cultivations of OPGs are not an optimized process, with inconsistent formation of
aggregates in every cultivation. Given static operational conditions of constant light and temperature,
research thus far has only demonstrated the absence of light to inhibit granule formation (Milferstedt et
al., 2017). This observation aligns with the significance of phototrophic organisms in OPGs, where light
is essential to their survival. To control illumination, artificial lights are commonly used, assuming equal
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light intensity across each cultivation set (Hann et al., in prep, Milferstedt et al., 2017, Stauch-White et al.,
2017). However, a more realistic assumption is that light intensity does in fact vary, creating gradients
across static cultivations. Previous work has idealized the formation of a spherical granule, but
disk-shaped granules are known to commonly form as well (Hann et al., in prep, Stauch-White et al.,
2017). These light gradients could provide insight into the role of light intensity on the success and
resulting morphology of static OPGs. Establishing conditions that consistently lead to dense, structurally
stable granules will result in improved settleability for treating higher flow volumes. This research
examines the role of light in both the cultivation and operation of the OPG system, reporting how light
intensity and duration affects OPG biomass with the potential to minimize energy demand while
maximizing treatment performance. As diurnal light offers the most environmentally-relevant light
condition for phototrophic organisms, our study seeks to offer insight into how the insufficient and excess
light conditions impact the OPG system, the granule stability, and ecology,

as well as treatment

performance. Phototrophic populations will be monitored to examine the relationship between the
abundance of filamentous cyanobacteria and granule stability during long-term operation. The importance
of cyanobacteria in the structure and formation of OPGs is well documented (Abouhend et al., 2018,
Hann et al., in prep, Kuo-Dahab, et al., 2018, Milferstedt et al., 2017, Stauch-White et al., 2017, Tiron et
al., 2017). Determining how each light condition affects treatment performance, without triggering the
production of cyanotoxins, will improve effluent quality and reduce operating costs.
Hypothesis #1: Small gradients in light intensity and temperature during static OPG cultivations
influence the success of granulation and morphology of granules.
Objective #1a: Physically map the light intensity and temperature on each static OPG sample to
determine the role each environmental condition plays in the formation (failed or successful), morphology
(disk or sphere), and buoyancy (floating or sinking) to improve future cultivation success and design for
seed biomass in the OPG system.
Objective #1b: Inoculate and operate a bench-scale reactor with biomass that failed to granulate
to determine efficacy of granule propagation and treatment.
Hypothesis #2: Light-induced stress conditions will demonstrate the robustness of the OPG
system under non-ideal light conditions.
Objective #2: Evaluate and compare OPG systems operated under three distinct light conditions:
insufficient (2-hour/day), diurnal (12-hour/day), and excess (24-hour/day) light for optimizing treatment
performance.
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Chapter 2: The Role of Light and Temperature in Static Oxygenic Photogranule
Formation with Potential Implications for Non-Aggregated Biomass.
2.1 Introduction:
Conventional wastewater treatment is recognized as an antiquated, energy-intensive process that
would benefit from new, retrofitted solutions to improve current operating facilities. The century-old
conventional activated sludge (CAS) system remains a robust and reliable, but energy-intensive, process
with external aeration accounting for the largest portion. Currently, external aeration required in CAS
systems accounts for roughly 50% of wastewater treatment plant’s energy costs and 2% of the annual
electricity consumption in the entire United States (Pabi et al., 2013).
New and more energy-efficient strategies are needed, with potential for integration into the
infrastructure of existing facilities (Henze et al., 2008, Mo et al., 2013). The use of aerobic granular
sludge in wastewater treatment over the last 30 years has shown how the settling of sludge and
purification efficiency can be greatly improved while reducing the required land area by up to 80% that of
a CAS system (de Kreuk et al., 2006, Tiron et al., 2017). More recently, the use of phototrophic granular
biomass has accrued significant attention for the microorganism’s ability to perform oxygenic
photosynthesis (Kim, 2017). In-situ production of oxygen by phototrophs could meet the demand of
chemotrophs, driving their oxidation of organic carbon and reduced nitrogen. The oxygenic photogranule
(OPG) process is an emerging energy–efficient wastewater treatment approach that utilizes phototrophic
communities in biofilm formation, reducing operating costs by eliminating external aeration (refs). OPGs
are granular biofilms that form under both static and hydrodynamic conditions (Figure 1), incorporating a
consortium of filamentous cyanobacteria, microalgae and chemotrophic microorganisms to form a stable,
approximately spherical aggregate (Abouhend et al., 2018, Tiron et al., 2017). Progress for validating the
use of OPGs has occurred at both the bench and pilot-scale levels for organics and nutrient removal, but
the mechanism of granule formation and propagation in reactors is largely hypothetical.
Previous studies have demonstrated that granules form repeatedly under static conditions from
activated sludge around the world. (Milferstedt et al., 2017). Although, despite repeatable conditions of
constant light and temperature, the process is not always reproducible. With every static cultivation there
are samples that do not successfully aggregate, driving the question of what differences influence a
successful versus unsuccessful cultivation. By individually examining each environmental condition’s
role in granular formation, an improved approach can be taken for increasing the success of static
formation. In addition, a stronger understanding for each static environmental condition could yield
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operating conditions that would maintain a healthy granular biofilm population in a reactor setting as
well.
2.1.1 Granule Formation Information
Previous studies have examined the presence of extracellular polymeric substances (EPS)
(Kuo-Dahab, 2018), Oscillatoria sp. (Milferstedt et al., 2017, Hann et al., in prep), and nitrogen levels
(Stauch-White, 2017) as important contributors to static granule formation. However, light is a known
environmental condition required for static OPG formation and survival of phototrophic filamentous
cyanobacteria (Milferstedt et al., 2017). Cyanobacteria are known to be photophobic, but require light in
order to convert carbon dioxide and water to produce oxygen and carbohydrates (Tamulonis et al., 2014).
Cyanobacteria, as well as other phototrophic bacteria, have evolved to perform phototaxis, movement
towards more favorable light conditions in response to chemical signals (Kim, 2017). Small gradients in
light intensity and temperature could influence the movement of cyanobacteria and ultimately both the
success of formation and the resulting morphology of statically culviated OPGs. By examining possible
correlations between successful formation and morphology with light intensity, implications for process
design could be extrapolated.
2.1.2 Cultivation Parameters Influencing Full Scale Design or Operation
One of the advantages of statically grown granules (SGGs) is their rate of maturation, forming as
quickly as within a few days. However, OPGs can also be formed under hydrodynamic conditions
(Abouhend et al., 2018, Milferstedt et al., 2017, Gikonyo et al., in prep). Statically and hydrodynamically
grown granule (HGG) formation is still under extensive research to determine operating conditions that
lead to rapid formation (Gikonyo et al., in prep). Mature SGGs can then be used as seed biomass in the
treatment of wastewater. SGGs offer operational advantages, but also raise additional questions of how
treatment can be optimized following their inoculation to favor larger OPGs, maintain favorable
conditions for cyanobacteria populations to dominate, and reduce operation costs. Larger OPGs are often
denser with increased settleability and have improved oxygen gradients compared to smaller OPGs (Hann
in prep, Tiron et al., 2017). Light, an important operational condition for the OPG system and
phototrophic cyanobacteria, is an environmental condition that can be adjusted to promote the growth of
filamentous cyanobacteria and granule development for both static and reactor operations (Abouhend et
al., 2018, Stauch-White, 2017). During bench-scale sequencing batch reactor (SBR) operation of the OPG
system, a reduction in light intensity enhanced the growth of filamentous cyanobacteria over the
competing green algae that were the dominating community (Abouhend et al., 2018). By studying the
role light plays in optimizing conditions favoring larger OPGs and cyanobacteria, light intensity and
duration can be adjusted for full-scale application to improve treatment and reduce operating costs.
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Light intensity (10 klux) and temperature (not defined) have previously been assumed to be
uniform across and between cultivation sets (Milferstedt et al., 2017, Stauch-White et al., 2017). This
paper will present how small changes in light intensity and temperature during static OPG cultivations
influence the success and morphology of granules. By physically mapping each sample, we suggest the
roles that light intensity and temperature play in granule formation (failed or successful), morphology
(disk or sphere), and buoyancy (floating or sinking) to improve future cultivation success and design for
the OPG system. Establishing conditions that consistently lead to dense, structurally stable granules will
result in improved settleability for treating higher flow volumes. The static cultivation of OPGs is not a
perfected process, as 100% of samples do not successfully aggregate. Additionally, this paper will explore
the viability of treating wastewater by operating a SBR under turbulently mixed conditions seeded with
biomass that failed to aggregate under static conditions.
2.2 Methods and Materials:
2.2.1 Cultivation Conditions
Statically grown granules (SGG) for cultivation 1 and 2 were inoculated using activated sludge
from the aeration basin of the local wastewater treatment facility (WWTF) collected on March 6th and
June 4th, 2018, respectively (Amherst, MA). During summer months, an estimated 30,000 students are no
longer residing in town, causing the town’s population to decrease significantly, impacting the influent of
the WWTP. The daily flow to the the Amherst WWTF was 6.0 MGD (million gallons/day) on March 6th
and 2.4 MGD on June 4th. Additional data on the activated sludge from the two collection dates are
provided in the results section 2.3.1 (Table 2.1). Cultivations were set up under identical environmental
conditions, with sludge collection date and respective composition being the independent variables. Each
20 mL scintillation glass vial was filled and capped with 10 mL of well-mixed activated sludge on the day
of collection, with appreciable head space. 131 samples were prepared for cultivation 1 (March) and 142
samples for cultivation 2 (June). Under static conditions, SGG cultivations occured in an 18℃ constant
temperature room under broadband fluorescent lights for six weeks which is sufficient time to allow for
granule maturation based on previous studies (Stauch-White et al., 2017). Vials were aligned in rows of
seven with equal spacing of approximately 2 cm to allow for exposure to light (Figure 2.1). Light
intensity was measured using an EA30 EasyView Light Meter (Extech, FLIR Systems). Temperature was
recorded using a Lasergrip 774 Infrared Thermometer (Etekcity).
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Figure 2.1: Static cultivation under constant light & temperature.

2.2.2 Granule Characterization
Following the six-week cultivation period, a successful cultivation was defined as greater than
50% aggregation. Each week, triplicate samples were randomly selected and photographed to document
the progression of the OPGs’ formation. The morphology of each sample was determined by visual
identification. Aggregates were classified as either spheres or disks (flattened spheres) (Figure 2.2a). The
nature of each granule’s position, floating or settled, was identified following agitation (Figure 2.2b). A
granule was considered settled if it rested on the bottom of the vial and floating if it did not. Granulation
success was determined by a shake test as described previously by Stauch-White et al. (2017). Three firm,
vertical agitations were applied to each sample. If the sample remained in its aggregate form, the sample
was deemed a success (Hann, in prep, Stauch-White et al., 2017). A second image was taken following
the shake-test. Destructive triplicate sampling occurred weekly from day 0 until day 42 for measuring the
concentration of mixed liquor volatile suspended solids (MLVSS), chlorophyll a/b, and nitrate (Ion
Chromatography).

Figure 2.2a-b: (a) Statically cultivated OPGs of spherical and disk morphologies, (b) the buoyant or settled nature
of mature granules.
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2.2.3 Batch Reactor Operation
A 1-Liter SBR was operated for 150 days at room temperature (～22℃) on a lab bench located
near the window, exposed to natural light. In addition, one cool white fluorescent light bulb delivered a
photosynthetic active radiation (PAR) intensity of 101-115 μmol/m2-s (7.5 - 8.5 Klux) on a 2-hour
light/dark cycle. Previous studies have found 8 Klux to be optimal for hydrodynamic OPG growth since it
favors filamentous cyanobacterial growth (Abouhend et al., 2018). Constant mixing occurred at 100 RPM
using a magnetic stir bar and housing unit (Fisherbrand), a speed determined to be optimal for promoting
OPGs with the greatest oxygen production potential (Abouhend et al., 2018). The reactor was inoculated
with hydrated biomass that failed to aggregate under static conditions to a TSS (total suspended solids)
concentration of～800 mg/L. A 9 day start-up period was allotted following previous studies (Abouhend
et al., 2018, Milferstedt et al., 2017). Operated on a 1.0d HRT, the reactor was fed primary effluent
collected weekly from the Amherst Wastewater Treatment Facility (Amherst, MA) and stored at 4℃ in
between feedings. The primary effluent at the time of feeding had a pH of 7.6±0.2, dissolved oxygen
(DO) of 2.2±0.2 mg/L, and 227±21 mg COD/L. COD (Hach Kits), DO, and pH was measured each day
from effluent fed. Following one HRT, mixing ceased to allow for 10 minutes of settling before decanting
600 mL of supernatant. COD, DO (Orion Star A223 DO Meter) and pH measurements (Fisher Scientific
AR150 pH Meter) were recorded hourly and daily in the reactor.
2.2.4 Analyte Analysis
Analysis of soluble fractions of samples were filtered through a 0.45μm filter. Weekly
measurements of TSS and VSS and Chlorophyll a/b followed standard operating procedures for
wastewater analysis (APHA, 1998). Samples were analyzed for nitrate and nitrite using the Thermo
Scientific Dionex Integrion IC, a Dionex IonPac AS22 IC Column, and Chromeleon 7 Chromatography
Data System (Thermo Fisher Scientific Inc., Waltham, MA, USA). An eluent solution of 1.0 mM
NaHCO3, 3.2 mM Na2CO3 was fed at 2.6 mL/min into a 20 μL sample loop combined with a 100mM
HNO3 suppressor
solution, per operational guidelines. Duplicate measurements were taken on each

sample. A run time of 15 minutes was used for each to provide sufficient time for the detection of nitrate
and nitrite.
2.2.5 Nanocompression Tests
Sixteen samples of SGGs (8 each from March and June cultivations) were collected for uniaxial
compression to describe the mechanical properties using a GeoJac loading system (Trautwein Soil Testing
Equipment Inc., Houston, TX) following methods described by Korstgens et al (2001). Nanocompression
tests, yield shear stress fittings, and analysis of the Hertz elastic contact theory (Johnson et al., 1971),
Young’s modulus, and Weibull modulus were performed in collaboration with Dr. Guoping Zhang and
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PhD candidate Tao Jiang (Geotechnical Engineering, University of Massachusetts, Amherst, MA). For
the application of micro-scale loads, a miniature load cell with a capacity of 10mg was purchased (Load
Cell Central). The loading cell was calibrated to account for hydrated biomass. Each sample was run in its
hydrated condition, with no addition of a nutrient solution. Granules were moved carefully from their
respective scintillation glass vials to the culture plate with soft tweezers that were rinsed with a 10%
ethanol solution in between each sample run. Before and after compression photos were taken from above
and on the side of each sample. Tests were conducted at room temperature (～22℃) with continuous data
collection during a loading-unloading loop to produce load-deformation (P-d) curves (Appendix A). The
GeoJac operated at a displacement rate of 0.05 mm/min in a quasi-static pattern with a maximum applied
load of 450mN (490mN is the maximum force of the loading cell, but was not fully applied to restrict
potential damage). Therefore, no failure occurred for any nanocompression test, indicating that the
strength of SGGs tested is actually greater than 450mN. A linear fitting was performed using the Hertz
elastic contact theory (Johnson et al, 1971) to identify the reduced modulus (E*) and yield shear stress (τ)
as indicators of elastic properties. The yield point occurs when the elastic contact line begins to deviate
from the load-deformation curve. The slope of the line leading up to the yield point is computed as the
reduced modulus (E*). The reduced modulus was used to derive Young’s modulus, a measure of the
elastic ability of a material to withstand changes in length following compression. These data were used
to determine variation between cultivation sets in the mechanical strengths and elastic characteristics of
the OPG biofilms.
2.2.6 Statistical Analysis
The organization and graphing of data was performed on Microsoft Excel 2016. Statistical
significance was determined using unpaired t tests and a table of t values vs degrees of freedom provided
by San Jose State University.
2.3 Results:
2.3.1 Granulation Success
Cultivations 1 and 2 both yielded overall successful static granule formation. Of the 110 samples
remaining at the end of the Cultivation 1 (six-weeks), 80 (73%) samples formed successful aggregates.
Cultivation 2 (six weeks) ended with 118 (98%) successful granules out of the remaining 121 samples.
2.3.2 Biomass Growth
Initial and final TSS and VSS concentrations between the cultivations were not statistically
different (p>0.05), aligning with previous reports that initial concentrations have not demonstrated
significant predictors of success (Hann, in prep, Stauch-White et al., 2017, Milferstedt et al., 2017,
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Abouhend et al., 2018, Kuo-Dahab et al., 2018). Initial TSS and VSS concentrations for the two
cultivations were 2142±219 mg/L and 1797±250 mg/L, respectively.
Data collected by the Amherst WWTF confirmed initial nutrient concentrations of total nitrogen,
ammonia, and nitrate in the aeration basin for the two collection dates (March 6th & June 4th) of activated
sludge (Table 2.1). Although initial total nitrogen, ammonium, and nitrate concentrations were
comparable in both cultivation sets, there were significant initial differences in available organic nitrogen
(Table 2.1).
Table 2.1: Aeration basin characteristics for Amherst WWTF on activated sludge collection dates.
Cultivation 1 (March 6th, 2018)

Cultivation 2 (June 4th, 2018)

Flow (MGD)

6.0

2.4

cBOD (mg/L)

143

247

TSS (mg/L)

2350

2510

Total Nitrogen (mg/L)

29.0

23.8

Ammonia (mg/L)

18.9

19.5

Nitrate (mg/L)

1.6

3.5

Organic Nitrogen (mg/L)

8.5

0.8

2.3.3 Cyanobacteria Abundance
Previous studies have identified the ratio of chlorophyll a/b and initial soluble nitrogen and
ammonia to have a strong correlation with granulation success (Stauch-White et al., 2017, Kuo-Dahab et
al., 2018). Chlorophyll a is used as a surrogate for all phototrophic organisms and a valuable measurement
of the relative abundance of filamentous cyanobacteria, an essential prokaryotic phototroph to granule
formation and the resulting structural integrity. Microalgae, on the other hand, are eukaryotic organisms
whose relative abundance can be determined by chlorophyll b. When conditions favor microalgae as the
dominant species over cyanobacteria, OPG formation and stability are negatively impacted. For this
reason, the ratio of chlorophyll a/b has been previously used as an indicator for granule success. Initial
chlorophyll b concentrations in both cultivations were greater than chlorophyll a (Figure 2.3a-b).
However, after 1-2 weeks, the concentration of chlorophyll a surpassed chlorophyll b and remained in
greater abundance for the duration of the cultivation, confirming that cyanobacteria were favored over
microalgae (Figures 2.3a-b). On day 42, chlorophyll a concentrations were 1.4±0.3 and 2.6±0.4 times
greater than chlorophyll b concentrations for cultivations 1 and 2. The significantly greater abundance of
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chlorophyll a over b in cultivation 2 likely played a role in the 25% increase of granulation success over
cultivation 1 (p<0.025).

Figure 2.3a-b: Weekly chlorophyll a,b,c concentrations for cultivation 1 (left) and cultivation 2 (right).

2.3.4 Granule Morphology
Successful OPG formation occurred in both cultivation sets, but the resulting morphologies were
significantly different (p<0.05). Of the 100 successfully formed granules, cultivation 1 was comprised of
89 (89%) disks and only 11 (11%) spheres (Figure 2.4a). Cultivation 2, however, was comprised of 84%
spheres and only 16% disks (Figure 2.4b). Of the combined total number of spheres between the
cultivation sets, 68% of spheres formed above 8 klux. Across the two cultivations there was a significant
correlation between increased light intensity and granule formation (p<0.001), but no correlation between
light intensity and morphology. With respect to temperature across the cultivation sets, there was a
statistically significant correlation between increased temperature and spherical morphology (p<0.05), but
no correlation between temperature and granulation success. In addition to morphology, an important
secondary parameter with engineering design implications is the OPG’s position in the vial, floating or
sinking. Cultivation 1 produced a strong correlation between light intensity and spherical granule’s
position in the vial (p<0.001). This correlation indicated that at higher light intensities, spherical granules
will sink, while spherical granules formed at lower light intensities will float. For cultivation 2, however,
there was not a strong correlation between the position in the vial and light intensity (p= 0.10).
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Figures 2.4a-b: Morphology of OPGs plotted by light intensity vs temperature for cultivation 1 and 2.

Significant variations in temperature existed between the two cultivations (p<0.05). Cultivation 1
experienced an average temperature of 21.8±0.6°C, and that of cultivation 2 was 23.0±0.6°C. Variation in
light intensity, however, between cultivations did not present significant difference (p>0.05). The average
light intensity of cultivation 1 was 8.5±1.2 klux and 8.3±1.7 klux for cultivation 2.

Figures 2.5a-b: The number of granules by morphology formed in cultivation 1 (a) and 2 (b) by light intensity

2.3.5 Mechanical Strength
Sixteen cultivation OPG samples were tested, representing a variation in geometric shape (8 disk
granules and 8 sphere granules) and inner structure (e.g., pores distribution in the EPS matrix, binding
forces between components in the EPS matrix). The role of EPS in the structure of granules has been
previously explored from an ecological perspective (Kuo-Dahab et al, 2018), but their role in OPGs’
mechanical strength was not investigated. Our study demonstrated the role of EPS in resisting an external
load or force by applying the Hertz elastic contact theory to determine the mechanical characteristics of
Young’s modulus (E) and yield shear stress (τ) (Johnson et al., 1971). Increased deformation was seen in
spherical samples versus disk-shaped granules. The importance of granule morphology lies with its
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resulting structural integrity. The morphology of static OPGs with varying mechanical strengths and
elastic properties for seed biomass in a reactor setting will influence reactor design and operation.
Loading vs deformation curves are presented in the appendices, and mechanical strength data are
provided below (Table 2.2). The strength of a granule was influenced by its morphology. Disk granules
had a yield shear stress of 0.79±0.62 MegaPascals (MPa) and a Young’s modulus of 24.2±21.4 MPa.
Spherical granules had a yield shear stress of 0.49±0.42 MPa and a Young’s modulus of 16.4±14.5 MPa.
Table 2.2: Young’s modulus & yield shear stress results for the eight disk and eight spherical granules analyzed.

2.3.6 Non-Ideal Seed Sludge Reactor
Successful OPG formation occurred under turbulent conditions in a reactor seeded with sludge
biomass that failed to form under static conditions. ‘Ideal’ sludge was defined as young and newly
collected from the aeration basin, which has previously shown to yield successful granule formation under
similar operating conditions (Abouhend et al., 2018, Gikonyo et al, in prep). Unstable flocs formed
intermittently over the first two months of operation, but biomass remained in a suspended state. On day
63 of operation, the first hydrodynamically grown granules were observed using bright-field and
epifluorescent microscopy (Figure 2.7d). COD removal was 41±19% achieved up to day 63 when
granules first formed. Following the formation of granules, the removal of COD in the system declined to
34±5%. The production of DO peaked in the system during periods of 2-hour illumination combined with
the presence of natural light. During these periods, DO levels reached 17.8±3.9 mg/L. During the 2-hour
dark period combined with minimal or no natural light, DO levels decreased to 5.5±4.2 mg/L.

Figures 2.7a-d: Enrichment of filamentous cyanobacteria and development of a mature HGG with a defined,
phototrophic outer layer (Left-right: day 32, 56, 63, 70) . Scale bars left to right (400um, 400um, 2000um, 2000um).
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2.4 Discussion:
2.4.1 Static Cultivation Mappings
Successful granule formation occurred in both cultivation sets collected during months with
significantly different flow rates into the Amherst WWTP (Table 2.1). Initial total nitrogen, ammonium,
and nitrate concentrations were comparable to those of previously successful cultivations, supporting the
importance of initial inorganic nitrogen concentrations on formation and integrity of granules (Table 2.1)
(Stauch-White et al., 2017). However, there were significant differences in initial organic nitrogen
concentrations between the two successful cultivation sets. This result aligns with previous work by
Stauch-White et al. (2017), demonstrating that initial organic nitrogen concentrations did not impact the
success or failure of a cultivation. The ratio of chlorophyll a/b is an additional indicator correlated with
the ratio of cyanobacteria to microalgae. Since cyanobacteria are known to be essential to granule
formation and the resulting structural integrity, a chlorophyll a/b ratio of greater than 1 leads to
cyanobacteria dominance over unicellular microalgae (Stauch-White et al., 2017, Kuo-Dahab et al.,
2018). The characteristic outer layer of cyanobacteria optimizes the absorbance efficiency of pigments,
limiting pigment shading and promoting the potential for nitrogen fixation (Tilzer, 1987). Following the
first 1-2 weeks of the two cultivation sets, the ratio of chlorophyll a/b increased to greater than 1. These
results confirm previous work demonstrating the correlation between the abundance of cyanobacteria with
granulation success and their structural integrity.
The morphology of static granules has been previously acknowledged, but not investigated as to
factors that influence their formation (Hann et al., in prep, Stauch-White et al., 2017). Previous studies on
static cultivations assumed uniform light intensity and temperatures across cultivations (Hann et al., in
prep, Milferstedt et al., 2017, Stauch-White et al., 2017). The physical mapping of each sample concluded
otherwise, demonstrating gradients of light intensity and temperature. This research established two
correlations between morphology, success, and environmental conditions across the two cultivation sets.
The first strong correlation linked increased light intensity and successful granule formation (p<0.001). A
second strong correlation across the two cultivations existed between increased temperature and spherical
morphology (p<0.05). The findings of this research have important implications for optimizing future
static cultivations to produce granules best suited for the OPG system. In addition, determining the
influence of light on OPG formation, stability, and performance, once seeded to a full-scale OPG system,
will have major treatment performance and energy demand implications (Abouhend et al., 2018, Gikonyo
et al., in prep).
The morphology of granules influenced their resulting strength. With insignificant differences in
granule diameter, thickness, and cross-sectional area between spherical and disk-shaped samples (p>0.05)
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(Table 2.2), the differences in strength and elastic properties are believed to stem from a granule’s inner
structure (pore distribution, binding forces in EPS matrix) (Korstgens et al., 2001). The yield shear stress
and Young’s modulus of disk granules were greater than that of spherical granules. This would indicate
that disk granules offer improved elastic properties and strength over spherical granules that likely
translate to improved stability, durability, and reactor performance when used as seed biomass. Future
work could determine a possible correlation between the abundance of cyanobacteria and improved
mechanical strength.
2.4.2 Reactor Study
The formation of hydrodynamically grown granules from non-ideal sludge implies that the age of
the initial seed sludge may favor OPG formation in mixed conditions over static conditions. Provided the
mechanism of OPG formation is still under investigation for both static and hydrodynamic growth, this
result stresses the importance of determining additional initial sludge and environmental conditions that
lead to favorable formation. Results of this study also offer potential repurposing of failed biomass that
would otherwise not be utilized. This research can conclude that the quality of seed sludge influences the
success of granule formation and treatment performance.
Despite the successful formation of hydrodynamic OPGs using non-ideal biomass, their
formation took 63 days following inoculation. Previous OPG reactor studies saw formation of HGG in
4-6 days using newly collected activated sludge (Gikonyo et al., in prep). The removal of COD was
established, but not as effective or consistent as that of reactors seeded with fresh seed sludge or mature
static OPGs. Prior to granule formation, 41±19% of COD was removed from the system, achieving only
34±5% COD removal following OPG formation. Supersaturation of DO was achieved during periods of
greatest exposure to light, supplying an excess of oxygen available for the consumption of COD in the
system. The removal of COD did not improve after granule formation, reinforcing the premise that good
quality seed sludge influences successful granule formation and treatment performance.
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Chapter 3: The Resilience and Performance of Oxygenic Photogranules Under
Light-Induced Stress Conditions
3.1 Introduction:
Phototrophic microorganisms have sustained interest in recent years for their production of
oxygen and degradation and assimilation of organic matter (Roeselers et al., 2008, Stuart et al., 2016).
The oxygen produced by phototrophic bacteria can support the chemotrophic consumption of organics
and reduced nitrogen when these organisms occupy the same biofilm structure. The oxygenic
photogranule (OPG) process is an emerging energy–efficient approach to conventional wastewater
treatment, utilizing phototrophic cyanobacteria that perform oxygenic photosynthesis. OPGs are dense,
self-assembling, microbiologically diverse biofilms that form in either a spherical or disk-shaped
morphology (Abouhend et al., 2018, Milferstedt et al., 2017). The aggregate formation of a biofilm exists
in a syntrophic relationship between the photo- and heterotrophs, with an essential outer layer of
filamentous cyanobacteria providing the structural foundation for granule formation (Bateson et al., 1988,
Milferstedt et al., 2017, Tiron et al., 2017). Formed under static or hydrodynamic conditions, the
OPG-seeded system can reduce operating costs by eliminating the need for external aeration. The
importance of cyanobacteria in OPG formation has been previously studied, but as phototrophs;
understanding the role that light plays in their abundance and distribution requires further examination
(Abouhend et al., 2018, Milferstedt et al., 2017).
Cyanobacteria’s filamentous, phototrophic communities could offer a reduction in the energy
demands of biological wastewater treatment processes. Known to exist in extreme climates ranging from
polar regions to hot springs and deserts, cyanobacteria are commonly found in most aquatic environments
and wastewater treatment plants (Pearson et al., 2008, Tamulonis et al., 2014, Vasconcelos et al., 2001).
Beyond their resilience to existence in extreme climates, cyanobacteria are mainly known for their ability
to fix nitrogen and carbon, providing a portion of earth’s oxygen and establishing the foundation of many
aquatic food webs (Tamulonis et al., 2014). Because of their persistence in aquatic systems, cyanobacteria
are being considered for oxygen production, supporting COD removal in a wastewater treatment system
(Raymond et al., 2002). However, introducing cyanobacteria to wastewater comes with potential risk.
Cyanobacteria are often associated with harmful algal blooms and cyanotoxin production. Not all genera
of cyanobacteria produce cyanotoxins; and those that do usually do so under stressed conditions,
associated with limited substrates or nutrients (Kurmayer, 2011, Leão et atl., 2009). Light is a potential
stress condition that could trigger cyanobacteria’s production of potent neurotoxins, anatoxin-a and
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homoanatoxin-a. Under light-induced stress conditions, determining if cyanotoxins are detected will
improve the validity of the OPG process that is dependent on the abundance of cyanobacteria.
Light delivery and duration will be key design parameters in creating an OPG process at scale.
The duration of light as an operational parameter influencing treatment performance and biomass stability
has not been explored. Light intensity can be used to influence not only the success of OPG formation,
but also the resulting morphology (Chapter 2, Downes et al., in prep). The morphology of static seed
granules offers varying mechanical properties, influencing reactor operation (Chapter 2, Downes et al., in
prep). For example, varying the mixing speed in reactors has already demonstrated how shear stress
influences the resulting size of particles and settling velocity (Abouhend et al., 2016). Therefore,
controlling light to form granules with improved density and mechanical strength will increase efficiency
of operation. OPG granules have demonstrated high settling velocities, offering the potential to manage
high liquid flow rates (Abounhend et al., 2018). By adjusting the duration of light, we considered the
consistency of treatment performance, phototrophic abundance, potential for cyanotoxin production, and
mechanical strength in stirred-tank reactors without aeration (Figure 3.1a). The combination of these
measurable properties provide metrics for assessing the stability of biomass in the OPG process during
long-term operation.
The objective of this paper is to operate the OPG system under light-induced stress conditions to
determine environmental and operational parameters that can be adjusted to optimize treatment. The OPG
system will be operated under three distinct light conditions; insufficient (2-hour/day), diurnal
(12-hour/day), and excess (24-hour/day) light. As diurnal light emulates an approximately environmental
light condition for bacteria, especially phototrophic organisms, our study seeks to examine how
insufficient and excess light exemplify stress conditions and their impact on the OPG ecology and
treatment performance. Resilience was established as the OPGs’ ability to maintain their function and
form under light-induced stress conditions, quantified by physical, ecological, and performance
characteristics under each light condition. The structural integrity of granules defined their physical
resilience, monitoring the particle size distribution through the breakdown and formation of new granules.
By monitoring the distribution and relative abundance of phototrophic populations over time, this study
discusses how light impacts the long-term reactor stability of the OPG system under insufficient, diurnal,
and excess light conditions.
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Figure 3.1a-b: (a) Paired, 1-liter bench scale OPG reactors under 3 light durations, (b) inoculum static (left) and
hydrodynamic (right) granules.

3.2 Materials and Methods
3.2.1 Seed Biomass
OPGs were cultivated using activated sludge collected from the aeration basin at Amherst
Wastewater Treatment Facility (Amherst, MA). Statically grown granules (SGG) were cultivated in
sealed, 20-mL scintillation glass vials containing 10-mL of well-mixed activated sludge collected on the
day of start up. Samples remained under constant light and temperature for six weeks to allow for granule
maturation (Stauch-White et al., 2017). Hydrodynamically grown granules (HGG) were generated using
activated sludge in turbulently mixed sequencing batch reactors (SBRs) at 100 rpm as previously
described (Milferstedt et al., 2017).
Mechanical strength, density, average particle sizes, chlorophyll concentrations, and total
suspended solids (TSS) were all documented during inoculation for SGG and HGG granules. HGG and
SGG inoculum were weighed, ensuring equal initial biomass concentrations equating to a TSS
concentration of 800 mg/L. Densities of SGG and HGG were measured by weighing hydrated biomass
and recording their displacement in a graduated cylinder containing a known volume of RO water. ImageJ
software was used to determine the average diameters of inoculum SGG and HGG biomass. Uniaxial
compression methods, as described by Korstgens et al (2001) and Zhang et al (2013), were previously
measured to determine the maximum load capacities of inoculum biomass (Chapter 2, Downes et al., in
prep).
3.2.2 Reactor Operation
To examine biomass stability, we considered the treatment performance, phototrophic
composition and mechanical strength of biomass under 3 different light scenarios: insufficient light
(2-hour/day), diurnal light (12-hour/day) and excess light (24-hour/day). Two 1-liter bench scale reactors
operated for each of the 3 different light conditions (6 total) for 200 days using overhead mixing (Figure
3.1a) (Phipps & Bird 900 Model Jar Tester). For each light condition, one reactor was inoculated with
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SGG (d~10mm) and one with HGG (~1-3mm) (Figure 3.1b) (Abouhend et al., 2018). During operation,
cool white fluorescent light bulbs delivered a photosynthetic active radiation (PAR) intensity between
101-115 μmol/m2-s (7.5 - 8.5 klux). Previous studies have found 8 Klux to be optimal for hydrodynamic
OPG growth, since it favors filamentous cyanobacterial growth (Abouhend et al., 2018). Reactors
operated on a semi-batch, 3-day hydraulic residence time (HRT). Following one cycle, mixing ceased for
a 10 minute settling period before 600 mL of supernatant was decanted from each reactor. Outside of
biomass sampling for analysis, no additional biomass wasting occurred. Reactors were fed a 16 mM
phosphate buffer minimal-growth medium containing acetate as described by Castro et al. (2016) with the
following ingredients: 1.386g Na2HPO4, 0.849g KH2PO4, 0.05g NH4Cl, 0.05g MgSO4, 0.332g CH3COOK
(200 mg COD/L), and 1 mL of trace mineral solution (0.1g ZnSO4 7H2O, 0.03g MnCl2 4H2O, 0.3g
H3BO3, 0.2g CoCl2 6H2O, 0.01g CuCl2 2H2O, 0.01g NiCl2 6H2O, 0.03 Na2MoO3 2H2O, and 0.03g
Na2SeO3 in 1L reduced oxygen (RO) water) per liter of RO water (Castro et al., 2016). Over the duration
of the experiment, the only changes made to the medium were increases to CH3COOK and NH4Cl
concentrations. Potassium acetate, which served as the organic substrate, was used at two concentrations:
332±20 mg COD/L for 130 days and 1250±51 mg COD/L for the final 70 days. Despite storage at 4°C for
a maximum of 3 days to minimize the degradation of acetate, slight influent concentration variations did
occur. The resulting organic substrate concentrations in the reactors (1L), provided the volume of
synthetic wastewater fed (600mL), were 200±12 and 750±30 mg acetate/L respectively. Additionally,
soluble nitrogen (NH4) loading was maintained at 7.9±1.9mg N/L for 188 days, before increasing to
22.3±2.1mg N/L for the final 12 days of operation. The pH of the media was 7.0±0.37 and the
temperature at the time of feeding was 18.0±2.7°C. Media were made in batches of 8 L to feed reactors
for 2 batch cycles. Media were purged with nitrogen gas for 30 minutes prior to first feeding and stored at
4°C until the start of the second batch cycle. Prior to second feeding, media were purged again with
nitrogen gas for an additional 15 minutes and brought to room temperature.
3.2.3 Analyte Measurements
Volatile suspended solids (VSS) and Chlorophyll a/b were measured weekly using standard
operating procedures (Rice et al., 2012). All phototrophic populations were monitored by extracting and
quantifying chlorophyll a, while microalgae can be identified through chlorophyll b concentrations - the
ratio of the a/b can provide information on the abundance of cyanobacterial to microalgal populations in
the phototrophic communities. Soluble fractions of samples were analyzed after filtration through a
0.45μm filter. Acetate and nitrate samples were analyzed using the Thermo Scientific Dionex Integrion
IC, a Dionex IonPac AS22 IC Column, and Chromeleon 7 Chromatography Data System (Thermo Fisher
Scientific Inc., Waltham, MA, USA). An eluent solution of 1.0 mM NaHCO3, 3.2 mM Na2CO3 was fed at
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2.6 mL/min into a 20 μL sample loop combined with a 100mM HNO3 suppressor
solution, per operational

guidelines. Ammonia analysis was performed using low-range TNT813 Hach kits (1-12 mg/L NH3-N).
Temperature, dissolved oxygen (Orion Star A223 DO Meter), and pH (Fisher Scientific AR150 pH
Meter) were also measured in hourly and daily time-steps.
3.2.4 Imaging and Particle Size Analysis
Microscopic imaging using epifluorescence and bright-field modes of an EVOS FL Imaging
System. Samples were collected twice a week and placed on a glass slide to document the changing
microbial communities using epifluorescence imaging. Phycocyanin, a naturally occurring pigment
synthesized in cyanobacteria, auto-fluoresces using an RFP light cube at 650 nm, therefore capturing
changes in the phototrophic populations. Bright-field mode was used to identify new particle formation.
Particle size was monitored every other week during operation. A 5 mL sample, taken during
mixing, was pipetted into a weigh boat. Including a ruler for scale, photographs were taken from above of
the weigh boat for particle size analysis using the ImageJ software (Abramoff et al., 2004). ImageJ
software was used for two purposes: particle size distribution (PSD) and identification of new granules.
The PSD was performed on all reactors at days 0, 10, 63, and 196 and graphed using OriginPro
(OriginLab Corporation, Northampton, MA). The distribution of particles in each reactor was arranged by
light condition, plotting diameter frequency (millimeters, mm) versus the number of granules. Particles
below an area of 0.001 cm2 (d~0.35mm) were deemed to be partial aggregates or unstable flocs. By
establishing a lower limit, individual particles in the range above 0.001 cm2 could be more accurately
analyzed without the clumping of smaller particles. Upon further examination and trials, establishing a
0.001cm2 (d~0.35mm) lower boundary for particle analysis did not impact the trends or results of the
presented findings. ImageJ analysis for new particle formation, or ‘offspring’ granules, identified stable
flocs below the inoculum’s known initial size and above the lower threshold for a stable aggregate
(d~0.35mm). The combination of microscopic imaging, ImageJ software, and the known inoculum
characteristics offer accurate means of identifying new particle formation.
3.2.5 Nanocompression Tests
Previous work, as described by Downes et al. (in prep), presented uniaxial compression tests on
sixteen SGGs from the same cultivation sets which produced the incolum for this study (Chapter 2,
Downes et al., in prep). The mechanical strength of SGGs from this previous work are presented in Table
3.2. For the comparison of mechanical properties of inoculum, additional uniaxial compression tests were
performed on HGGs for this experiment. Using a GeoJac loading system (Trautwein Soil Testing
Equipment Inc., Houston, TX), five HGGs from the same reactor used for inoculum biomass were
analyzed using methods previously described in Downes et al. (in prep). HGG samples were run in their
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hydrated condition following calibration of the loading cell, using methods described by Korstgens et al
(2001). Each HGG sample was allowed to go through a loading-unloading loop to the point of failure,
measuring deformation (mm) versus load capacity (millinewtons, mN). All HGG samples reached failure
prior to the maximum load capacity of the loading cell (490mN). The mechanical strength of HGG
inoculum is presented in Table 3.2.
3.2.6 Cyanotoxin Analysis
To evaluate if cyanotoxins were detectable, samples were collected at the end of a batch cycle
right before discharge when there is the greatest potential for accumulation. Unfiltered samples were
stored in glass vials at −20 °C and protected from light (Vasconcelos et al., 2000). Samples were
analyzed for all reactors on days 13, 25, 57, 62, 104 (12-hrs post feeding), 105 (36-hrs post feeding, end
of cycle), and 183. Analysis was performed at 10, 25, 50, and 100% original concentrations. Analysis of
target cyanotoxins (cylindrospermopsin, anatoxin-a and microcystin-LR) was performed using high
performance liquid chromatography (Alliance HPLC, Waters Corp., Milford, MA) tandem mass
spectrometry (MS/MS) (Quattro Micro, Waters Corp., Milford, MA). Calibration curves for all target
cyanotoxins were prepared from a standard solution by creating dilutions of 0, 1, 10, 25, 50, and 100
ng/mL (Rice et al., 2012). Positive controls with a known concentration of the the target toxins were
incorporated into each series of samples run. In order to identify a peak for a target cyanotoxin, the
signal-to-noise ratio of a sample must be greater than 3. A signal to noise ratio below 3 indicates that the
concentration is below the detection limit of the instrument for the cyanotoxin of interest. A C18 column
(Ultra II C18 5µm, 250 X 4.66 mm, Restek Corp., PA) was used for separation, with mobile phase A and
B being acidified water (0.1% formic acid) and acetonitrile respectively. The gradient program (0.5
mL/min flow rate) was 100% A held for 2 minutes, linearly decreased to 10% at 20 min, increased to
100% at 30 min, and held for 15 minutes, providing the total run time of 45 minutes. The MS was
operated under electrospray positive mode. The fragments monitored along with the MS conditions used
are presented in Table 3.1.
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Table 3.1: MS conditions employed for analysis of three target cyanotoxins.
Instrument conditions

Anatoxin

Microcystin LR

Cylindrospermopsin

166.1> 131.1
166.1> 149

995.8> 135

416.5> 196.2

Cone (V)

25

45

40

Collision Energy (V)

14

65

35

Source Temperature (°C)

140

140

140

Desolvation Temperature (°C)

450

450

450

Fragments Monitored

Cone Gas Flow

Nil

Desolvation gas Flow (L/ h)

400

400

400

Estimated instrumental detection limit
(ng/mL)

<1

10- 25

<1

3.3 Results:
Six total reactors were assessed under three distinct light conditions examining the propagation of
granules, the abundance of cyanobacteria, and treatment performance. The propagation of new granules
was a function of light condition, more so than the source of inoculum. Analysis of biomass growth and
granule propagation found the 2 and 12-hour light conditions to favor the greatest percentage of biomass
in particulate form. Treatment performance was also influenced more by light condition than by initial
particle source or the resulting particle size. Secondary COD limitation was also a factor, as complete
removal was supported during quasi-state operation under all light conditions before the completion of
one batch cycle. The three known target cyanotoxins were not detected in any samples, indicating no
presence or that if they are present, the concentrations exist below the detection limit of the HPLC.
3.3.1 Propagation of Granules
Particle size was influenced by both light condition and inoculum biomass over the course of 196
days of operation (Figure 3.4c). However, despite significantly different inoculum characteristics for SGG
and HGG reactors (Table 3.2), the resulting particle distributions at the end of operation converged at
0.90±0.71, 1.11±0.47, and 0.69±0.51 mm for the 2, 12, and 24-hour light conditions, respectively (Figures
3.3a-h & 3.4c). The physical and mechanical characteristics of the inoculum offer an important baseline
for determining potential factors influencing granule stability and propagation in long-term operation. By
operating duplicate reactors with varying inoculum characteristics under the same light condition, the
effects that each light condition has on the respective inoculum can be cross-examined.
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Table 3.2 Inoculum Characteristics.

Static Granules (SGG)

Hydrodynamic Granules (HGG)

451±14

296±13

Density (mg/cm3)

1147±74

1052±30

Avg. Particle Diameter (mm)

15.3±2.6

2.01±0.58

Compressive Strength (mN)

Despite improved compression strength of SGGs, the presence of shear caused their
disintegration more rapidly than HGG-inoculated reactors. At day 0, SGG-inoculated reactors had
significantly greater particle diameters than HGG-inoculated reactors (p<0.025). The average SGG had a
diameter 13.3±2.0 mm larger than HGG. However, by the completion of this study, the resulting HGG
reactors yielded particles with diameters 0.11±.05 mm larger than SGG-inoculated reactors. With
significantly larger initial particle diameters, the disintegration of SGG-inoculated reactors led to new
granule formation (d > 0.35mm) 19±2 days before HGG reactors (Figure 3.2). SGG disintegration,
beginning on the day of inoculation, also occurred in previous studies (Abouhend et al., 2018, Milferstedt
et al., 2017).

Figure 3.2: Two offspring granules with outer cyanobacterial layer on day 69 of operation.

As a result of disintegration, SGG-inoculated reactors produced an average of 80±18 more new
granules (d > 0.35mm) than HGG reactors at the end of operation. The evolution of particles displays how
inoculum biomass initially does play a role in the average particle size (Figures 3.3a-c, e-g).
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Figures 3.3a-d: Evolution of HGG particles under 2-hour light condition from day 0 to 196.

Figure 3.3e-h: Evolution of SGG particles under 2-hour light condition from day 0 to 196.

Bacteria concentrations at day 196 under each light condition were 1.14±0.09, 5.14±0.13, and
6.96±0.27 gVSS/L for the respective 2, 12, and 24-hour light conditions. Based on the VSS concentration
and the density of reactor granules, the granular biomass accounted for 73±13% for 2-hour light and
63±22% for 12-hour light with the remaining fraction of biomass represented as flocs or suspended
growth. The 24-hour light condition had only 22±6% of the total biomass represented as granules.
SGG-inoculated reactors under the 2 and 12-hour light conditions had significantly greater percentages of
total biomass in particulate form compared to the other reactors (p<0.05). The 2 and 12-hour SGG
reactors had 82% and 79% of their total biomass concentrations in particulate form.

Figures 3.4a-c: PSD for all reactors at days 0, 63, and 196. Note. Day 0 x-axis scale bar varies from figure b & c.
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Figures 3.5a-c: PSD over time for reactors with HGG inoculum under 2-hr, 12-hr, and 24-hr light conditions.

Figures 3.6a-c: PSD over time for reactors with SGG inoculum under 2-hr, 12-hr, and 24-hr light conditions. Inset
figure contains the inoculum SGG outside of the graph’s range. Inset scale (x, y) is (8-22mm, 0-1 granules).

Particle size distributions and the percent of total biomass in particulate form in SGG and
HGG-inoculated reactors did offer quantifiable ways of the measuring light’s role on each reactor under
each light condition. In long-term operation, similar particle size distributions were represented under
each light condition, regardless of inoculum biomass (Figure 3.3d,h & 3.4c). From this point forward,
each light condition will be discussed as replicate reactors with standard deviations unless specified
otherwise.
Epifluorescent microscopy of newly formed granules revealed the characteristic outer layer of
filamentous cyanobacteria (Figure 3.7), supporting previous reports stating its imperative presence for
granule formation (Abouhend et al., 2018, Kuo-Dahab et al., 2018, Milferstedt et al., 2017).
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Figure 3.7: Epifluorescent image of HGG with a defined, outer layer of filamentous cyanobacteria.

3.3.2 Cyanobacteria Abundance
Monitoring the growth and relative abundance of microorganisms over time provides insight for
determining optimal environmental conditions that favor phototrophic organisms. VSS is the measure of
growth for all microbial populations in the system. Through the extraction of chlorophyll from the OPG
biomass, relative abundance of phototrophs and microalgae populations can be quantified. Chlorophyll a
is used as a surrogate for all phototrophic organisms and a valuable measurement of the relative
abundance of filamentous cyanobacteria. Microalgae, on the other hand, are eukaryotic organisms whose
relative abundance can be determined by their production of chlorophyll b. When conditions favor
microalgae as the dominant species over cyanobacteria, OPG formation and stability is negatively
impacted. Therefore, the ratio of chlorophyll a/b greater than 1 suggests that cyanobacteria are present in
greater representation than microalgae under the studied environmental conditions. The larger the ratio,
the more cyanobacteria are contained in the population. The closer the ratio is to 1, the more likely the
community favors microalgae, which leads to unfavorable granulation (Stauch-White, 2017).
Relative to overall biomass growth, the abundance of phototrophic populations fluctuated by light
condition. The 12 and 24-hour light conditions supported the greatest ratio of the abundance of
chlorophyll a to VSS over time at 0.0033±.001 and 0.0032±.001, respectively (Figure 3.8). These ratios
indicate that, in the respective 12 and 24-hour systems, there is 1 mg of chlorophyll a for every 300
(12-hour condition) and 317 mg (24-hour condition) of total biomass. Despite a limited number of
individual days with comparable ratios, the 2-hour light condition yielded a ratio of 0.0025±.001, or 1mg
of chlorophyll a for every 405 mg of total biomass.
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Figure 3.8: Ratio of chlorophyll a (phototrophic populations) to volatile suspended solids (biomass growth)/

The ratio of chlorophyll a/b was greater than 1 under each light condition, confirming that
cyanobacteria were favored over microalgae (Figure 3.9). Ratios of chlorophyll a/b slightly increased
across all reactors following inoculation, eventually stabilizing during long-term reactor operation.
Following initial start-up, the 12-hour light condition supported the highest ratio of chlorophyll a/b at
1.64±0.09. The 2-hour light condition, however, maintained the lowest ratio out of the three light
conditions at 1.51±0.06. Lastly, the 24-hour light condition maintained a ratio between the other
conditions at 1.57±0.08. The phototrophic populations in all reactors gradually trended upwards until
stabilizing at an average of 117±19 days of operation. Following day 117, the concentrations of
phototrophic populations were 4.6±1.4, 11.2±2.5, and 12.8±3.9 mg/L for the 2, 12, and 24-hour light
conditions over the duration of the experiment.

Figure 3.9: Microbial community ratios, phototrophic vs microalgae populations
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3.3.3 Treatment Performance
Treatment performance was evaluated by measuring the total nitrogen and COD removed over
one cycle under each of the three light conditions. Following a start-up phase of 3 batch cycles (9 days),
time series data were collected to evaluate removal at hourly and daily time steps throughout operation
(200 days). COD loading of 200 mg/L ultimately created a second stress condition of organic substrate
limitation in the reactors as complete removal occurred within the first 5-7 hours after feeding of a 3-day
batch cycle (Figures 3.11a-c). OPG biomass was able to survive extended starvation periods of time while
maintaining basic cell functions.

Figures 3.11a-c: Time-series data for 2, 12, and 24-hr light conditions monitoring COD, TN removal & DO
production following feeding of synthetic wastewater.
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Over the course of a batch cycle for each light condition, nitrification and denitrification occurred
following complete COD oxidation. The rate and extent of nitrogen removal varied by light condition.
Following the introduction of new synthetic wastewater, the remaining oxygen in the reactor from the
previous cycle is consumed in the first two hours during the oxidation of ammonia (Figures 3.11a-c).
Under each light condition ammonia removal occurred at different rates, with the most rapid oxidation in
the 24-hour and then the 12-hour light conditions (Figure 3.11b-c). Now in an anoxic state, the
environmental conditions in the reactor favored denitrification processes. Following the complete
consumption of COD in the reactors, OPGs then began to produce oxygen. Increased concentrations of
COD and ammonium fed to the reactors demonstrated the OPG system’s ability to manage fluctuating
strengths and still achieve effective removal (Figures 3.12b & 3.13b). The increased ammonia
concentration more accurately reflects the influent wastewater used for similar reactor operations
(Abouhend et al., 2018). DO concentrations still reached super-saturated levels of 8-18 mg/L, but only
after an extended anaerobic period (DO~0 mg/L). The time required to achieve effective COD and total
nitrogen removal varied by light condition. With only 2-hours of light, COD was never fully removed
from the system over a 72-hour batch cycle at high strengths. DO levels in the 2-hour light condition
would reach a maximum of 8 mg/L only during the light period before returning to anaerobic conditions.
There was not a significant difference in pH across all light conditions (p>0.05). The average pH for the
2, 12, and 24-hour light conditions were 7.18±0.29, 7.23±31, and 7.24±0.39, respectively. Therefore, the
chemical degradation of substrate was unlikely.
The main objective of this study was to evaluate the role of light duration on the OPG system.
Although each light condition had an impact on particle size, treatment performance was a function of
light condition more than of biomass source. Therefore, results will be presented by light condition.
3.3.3a COD Removal.
Effective removal of COD was observed for all light conditions over one batch cycle for 1000 mg
COD/L wastewater, removing 857±12, 984±10, and 959±21 mg COD/L for the 2, 12, and 24-hour light
conditions (Figure 3.12b). The removal of COD was nearly complete in the first 24 hours after feeding,
with variance depending on the strength of the wastewater. The 2-hour light condition consistently
achieved 41-90% removal of COD within 24-hours. Also within 24 hours of feeding, the 12-hour
condition removed 71-91% of COD and the 24-hour condition achieved 63-89% removal under all
strengths of wastewater (Figure 3.12a). Overall, the 12 and 24-hour light conditions achieved consistent,
effective removal of COD over one complete 72-hour batch cycle (Figure 3.12b). Light availability in the
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2-hour light condition, however, inhibited the production of oxygen and limited bacteria’s oxidation of
COD.

Figure 3.12a-b: COD removal by light condition during first 24 hours (left) and after 3-day batch cycle (right).

3.3.3b Total Nitrogen Removal.
The removal of total nitrogen was accomplished by bacteria through nitrification/denitrification
and assimilation processes. Complete nitrogen removal over one batch cycle was achieved for the 12-hr
and 24-hr light conditions, achieving respective 23.3±0.03 and 19.6±0.5 mg N/L removal in the first 24
hours after feeding (Figure 3.13a). Incomplete nitrification was observed in the 2-hr light condition,
causing less total nitrogen removal of 14.4±0.4 mg N/L/day. When total nitrogen removal was
incomplete, ammonia removal was coupled with remaining nitrate and nitrite species in the effluent.

Figure 3.13a-b: TN removal by light condition during first 24 hours (left) and after 3-day batch cycle (right).

During steady-state operation over one batch cycle, the 2-hour light condition removed 85-95%
of total nitrogen. As for the reactors under the 12 and 24-hour light conditions, 95-100% of total nitrogen
was removed.
The 2-hour light condition achieved effective 24-hour removal of both COD and total nitrogen
only at low loading rates. When loading was increased to 980 mg COD/L and 22.4 mg N/L, the 2-hour
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condition demonstrated ineffective removal over the first 24-hours (Figure 3.12a & 3.13a). The 24-hour
light condition achieved effective COD and total nitrogen removal over the first 24 hours, and more so
over a complete batch cycle (Figures 3.12a-b & 3.13a-b). Across the three light conditions, reactors under
12 hours of light achieved the most effective and consistent removal of COD and total nitrogen over the
first 24 hours and a complete batch cycle. One 72-hour batch cycle for the 12-hour light condition
removed 93-100% COD and 100% removal of total nitrogen (Figure 3.12b & 3.13b).
3.3.4 Cyanotoxin Production
Of all samples analyzed, target cyanotoxin concentrations were all below the detection limit of
the instrument (<1 ng/mL for anatoxin-a, <1 ng/mL for cylindrospermopsin, and <10 ng/mL for
microcystin-LR). With all samples in this study below either 1 or 10 ng/mL, hopefully they are below the
EPA’s regulation limit for cyanotoxins when they are released. The chromatograms associated with the
standards for target cyanotoxins are presented in the appendix.
Table 3.3. Summary table for each light condition. *72-hour batch cycle. **Over 196 days of operation
2-hour

12-hour

24-hour

TN Removal (mg N/L/cycle)*

14.4±0.4

23.3±0.03

19.6±0.5

COD Removal (mg/L/day)*

240±40

265±15

259±18

Active biomass concentration (gVSS/L)**

1.14±0.09

5.14±0.13

6.96±0.27

Phototrophic:biomass growth
(mg Chl a:mg VSS)**

0.0025±0.001

0.0033±0.001

0.0032±0.001

Chlorophyll a (mg/L)**

4.6±1.4

11.2±2.5

12.8±3.9

Average diameter size (mm)**

0.90±0.71

1.11±0.47

0.69±0.51

3.4 Discussion
Biomass demonstrated stability and robustness under each of the three light conditions. Despite
nutrient limitations and light-induced stress conditions, this study demonstrated effective treatment
performance across all conditions. However, quantifiable differences in mechanical strength, phototrophic
populations, and treatment performance provide insight on the effects of each light condition. However,
controlling light on a small scale is more easily executed than on a full-scale reactor. The ability to
maintain consistent light delivery on a larger scale will be important for scaling-up the OPG system
(Gikonyo et al., in prep).
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With nearly complete removal of COD occuring in the first 24 hours after feeding, nutrient
limitation occurred over the 48 hours remaining in the three-day batch cycle (Figure 3.11a-c). By starving
the biomass of its electron donor, an additional environmental stress occurred in the form of nutrient
limitation. The absence of growth substrates in the system forced bacteria to initiate starvation responses
and strategies by lowering their energy metabolism in order to maintain basic cellular processes and cell
integrity (Roslev et al, 1995). The starvation period of each reactor has shown to influence both granule
formation and long-term stability (Liu et al., 2007). Granules were able to form successfully with varying
starvation times, but granules developed more quickly and were stable long-term when provided with
shorter starvation times (Liu et al., 2007). Extended periods of starvation can cause biomass decay and
decreased performance. However, the ability for OPG biomass to survive extended starvation periods has
major implications for the integrity and durability of the OPG process (Roslev et al., 1995). In addition to
limitation, increased loading of substrate had the potential to shock the system, but effective treatment
performance was demonstrated under all light conditions over each 72-hour cycle, confirming the
robustness of the OPG system.
The mechanical and physical properties of OPGs over time yielded significant changes under
each light condition. Shear stress and substrate availability are two additional parameters that have been
shown to influence particle size, with decreasing integrity as shear and nutrient limitation increase
(Abouhend et al., 2018, Liu et al., 2002, Roslev et al., 1995). Operating under identical mixing speeds and
impellers, shear stress was assumed to be nearly identical across all conditions. Previous work by
Abouhend et al. (2018) discussed how increased shear leads to decreased particle size. The smallest
particle diameters of 0.90±0.71 and 0.69±0.51 mm were produced under the 2 and 24-hour light
conditions. The 12-hour light condition supported the largest particle size diameter of 1.11±0.47mm.
Despite variations between light conditions, particle size did not dictate treatment performance, as the 12
and 24-hour light conditions supported effective COD and total nitrogen removal. The performance of the
2-hour light condition was inhibited by its light condition, not providing phototrophic organisms with the
energy to perform oxygenic photosynthesis. This result allows us to conclude that treatment performance
was a function of light condition and not particle size. A stronger effect on treatment performance under
each light condition would have occurred with a shorter HRT. Previous studies have operated the OPG
system on an HRT less than one day and similar light schemes, decreasing light intensity to promote the
growth of cyanobacteria.
Changing particle sizes are important for engineering the OPG system. Analyzing how particle
size changes under each light condition will dictate treatment design parameters. Light conditions and
shear stress in the reactor provides controls for particle size in order to optimize treatment. Recently,
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Abouhend et al. (2018) demonstrated how low shear stress in SBRs supported larger granules up to
4.6mm in diameter, while higher shear conditions yielded smaller granules 0.5 - 1.0mm in diameter. COD
removal achieved across all particle sizes was similar, but total nitrogen removal was not. Reactors under
lower shear, with larger granules, achieved greater total nitrogen removal, believed to be correlated with
the OPG’s size dependent oxygen gradient (Hann et al., in prep).
The operating conditions were over-designed for loading, but light influenced the ecological
distribution and resulting metabolic processes of different sized granules. Larger granules have an
anaerobic zone in the center where cyanobacteria are not present. This characteristic changes when and
where denitrification happens. As an anaerobic process, denitrification can occur in the core of the larger
static and hydrodynamically grown granules. Without anaerobic cores, smaller granules require a dark
cycle in order to achieve anaerobic conditions to promote denitrification and the removal of total nitrogen
(Hann et al., in prep). Previous work on smaller granules, however, has demonstrated that those with
diameters of ~1mm have the greatest oxygen production potential (Abouhend et al., 2018). Facultative
anaerobes in the system are able to support growth regardless of the presence of oxygen. As an
operational condition that influences particle size, this study demonstrated a first step toward light’s role
in controlling granule size and the resulting stratification of microbial communities. Understanding and
optimizing particle size change how the OPG system is engineered, requiring the alignment of the
individual functions of smaller HGG and larger SGG to optimize treatment performance while reducing
operating costs.
As successful OPG formation has been linked to greater cyanobacterial abundance, greater
microalgae concentrations have been found in unsuccessful OPG formation (Abouhend et al., 2018, Hann,
in prep, Stauch-White et al., 2017). The ratio of chlorophyll a (all phototrophs) to b (phototroph lest
cyanobacteria) in reactors provides insight on the role light plays in the changing microbial communities
and particle size distribution. Under the 2-hour light condition, the growth and formation of larger
granules up to 4.2mm in diameter were favored. Additionally, the 2-hour light condition did not support
phototrophic populations (0.0025±0.001, mg Chl a:mg VSS) and subsequent oxygen production to
complete nitrification and total nitrogen removal (Figures 3.8 & 3.13a-b).
To examine the biomass’ response to increased loading, soluble nitrogen and COD concentrations
were tested. In the first 24 hours following feeding, the 2-hour light condition removed only 57-61% of
total nitrogen and 41-80% of COD (Figures 3.12a & 3.13a). Nitrification processes are not directly
inhibited by light (Vergara et al., 2011). However, without the presence of light in a phototrophic
dominated community, limited oxygen production will inhibit the oxidation of ammonia. Previous work
has presented nitrogen removal in the OPG process to follow the nitrification/denitrification pathway and
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confirmed by Milferstedt et al. (2017) with the presence of nitrifiers in SGG and HGG biomass
(Abouhend et al., 2018). Abouhend et al. (2018) used light/dark cycling to promote nitrification and
denitrification processes, which most closely aligns with the 12-hour light condition presented in this
study. The 12-hour light condition consistently achieved the greatest total nitrogen and COD removal
across the three light conditions (Figure 3.12a-b & 3.13a-b). However, in the 2-hour light condition
where total nitrogen removal was incomplete, nitrate and nitrite species were detected at some level in the
effluent stream, the effects of which could have detrimental impacts on the receiving water in the form of
an algal bloom.
The relationship which filamentous cyanobacteria have with light must be closely monitored.
Cyanobacteria are known to be phototobic, but still require light for metabolic functions and cell growth.
An excess of light, however, could be detrimental to cell functions and support the growth of
toxin-producing strains (Vasconcelos et al., 2001, Pearson et al., 2008). Certain species of cyanobacteria
have the capability of producing cyanotoxins, also known as biologically active secondary metabolites,
which are toxic to eukaryotic populations (Pearson et al., 2008). In order to further validate the OPG
system as a wastewater treatment process, the abundant cyanobacteria populations must be monitored to
determine if any environmental conditions cause the production of cyanotoxins. Anatoxin-a,
cylindrospermopsin, and microcystin-LR are three cyanotoxins commonly found around world produced
by cyanobacteria and are three of the four most common cyanotoxins found in United States (van
Apeldoorn et al., 2007, EPA, 2019). Each of the three cyanotoxin are known to pose great concern to both
human and animal health (Pearson et al., 2008). Thus far, eight strands of Oscillatoria have been
discovered to commonly produce anatoxin-a (Cadel-Six et al., 2009). Previous work by Milferstedt el al.
(2017) has identified cyanobacteria of the order Oscillatoria sp. to be present in great abundance in
OPGs. Therefore, anatoxin-a was deemed most likely to appear in the OPG system, but samples were still
analyzed for all three cyanotoxins. With all analyzed samples falling under the instrument detection limit,
further studies employing extractions (eg. solid phase extraction) are required for precise quantification.
Currently, the EPA does not regulate any cyanotoxins in the US, but is in the process of developing
drinking water advisories for cylindrospermopsin and microcystin-LR (EPA, 2019). The WHO, however,
offers a provisional guideline for drinking water of 1 ng/mL (WHO, 2019).
Future work will explore microbial indicators of stress through genetic expression under these
operating conditions as another metric of operational stability. Investigating the circadian rhythm of OPG
biomass would determine the importance of light/dark cycling to allow for the bacteria to rest, without the
constant stress of light. The size of the resulting biomass 10 to almost 200 days after inoculation
represents the short and long-term stability of HGG and SGG granules. Although similar organic and
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nitrogen removal were demonstrated, the size of the inoculum biomass influences the resulting oxygen
gradients in the granule, influencing reactor design.
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Chapter 4: General Findings
4.1 Conclusions
4.1.1 Role of Light on Static OPGs
Light intensity and temperature play an important role in static granule formation. This study
demonstrated that a significant correlation exists between increased granule formation and higher light
intensity. A significant correlation was additionally determined between increased temperature and the
formation of spherical granules. The ability to create ideal conditions for improved static granulation
success rates and dictated morphologies matters to the future of the OPG system for wastewater
treatment. With the increased mechanical strength and elastic properties of disk-shaped static granules,
seeded reactors could see improved long-term stability of biomass. The ratio of chlorophyll a/b and initial
sources of nitrogen have confirmed previously explored correlations with granulation success.
4.1.2 Quality of Seed Biomass
Seeding an SBR reactor with non-ideal sludge did produce OPGs, but their formation took
significantly longer than previous studies using freshly collected seed sludge. The established COD
removal and rate of formation by non-ideal sludge did not demonstrate the scale of treatment performance
required of the OPG system for full-scale treatment. Following the formation of granules in the system,
COD removal actually declined. These results suggest the age and composition of seed sludge influences
the success of granule formation under static conditions, but does not affect the success of granule
formation under mixed conditions. This research can conclude that the quality of seed sludge influences
the success of granule formation and effective treatment performance in the OPG system.
4.1.3 OPGs Under Light-Induced Stress Conditions
This report demonstrated the robustness of the OPG system under light-induced stress conditions
and nutrient limitation. Even while operating under both stress conditions, no cyanotoxins were detected.
This is important given the amount of microalgae and cyanobacteria present in the system. Robustness
was shown through the effective COD and nitrogen removal across all three light conditions. Each light
condition affected the particle size distribution, but not as much as shear stress influences the fraction of
granule size. New particle formation and overall biomass growth demonstrated how light can be adjusted
to favor biomass in particulate form. This study is not a comprehensive solution, but is a first step towards
efficacy while demonstrating the robustness of the OPG system.
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5. Appendix

Figure A.1a: Physical distribution map for cultivation 1, March 2018.

Figure A.1b: Physical distribution map for cultivation 2, June 2018.
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Figure A.3: Load vs deformation curves for 8 SGG samples from March cultivation.

Figure A.4: Load vs deformation curves for 8 SGG samples from June cultivation.
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Figure A.5a-d: Evolution of HGG particles under 12-hour light condition from day 0 to 196.

Figure A.5e-h: Evolution of SGG particles under 12-hour light condition from day 0 to 196.

Figure A.6a-d: Evolution of HGG particles under 24-hour light condition from day 0 to 196.
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Figure A.6e-h: Evolution of SGG particles under 24-hour light condition from day 0 to 196.

Figure A.7a: Chromatogram for cyanotoxin standards (~100 ng/mL)

Figure A.7b: Chromatogram for day 36 sample from 2-hour light condition.
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Figures A.8a: Distribution of cyanobacteria in statically formed granule (left) and newly formed HGG from failed
biomass (right).
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